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Introduction
It is very well known that society does not realize how crime scene 
evidence can range from a tiny piece of fiber left from clothing all 

the way to identifiable fingerprints. Criminals fail to understand that 
every piece of clothing, shoes, and objects become a part of 

evidence. Trace evidence can be used to link a victim to a suspect 
during investigation. No one possibility of evidence is too small. By 
using trace evidence during criminal investigation, justice can be 

served, and mysteries can be solved. Trace evidence was used to 
microscopically identify fibers on clothing allowing a sense of 

justice for Melissa Brannen’s family. 

Background
Trace evidence has become a very popular form of crime scene 
investigations. Examples of trace evidence include footwear 
evidence, fiber evidence, human hair, and gun residue. In this 
case study fiber evidence was known to be so important and lead 
to answers they may have never been solved. For fiber evidence 
to be beneficial during the investigation stage there must be a 
great amount of fibers collected. “The FBI crime lab found that 50 
blue acrylic fibers on the passenger seat of Hughes’ car were 
microscopically consistent with fibers on the blazer worn the night 
of the party.” (Jackman, 2019). Fiber evidence gives proof that 
there was a connection between the two in some shape or form. 
“Fibers other than hair are also encountered in many cases 
particularly during act of violence and at points of entrance.” 
(Williams, 1958). 

Figure 1: Melissa’s blue sweater that left fibers behind(Reisner, 2018)

Case Examination
In 1989 Melissa Brannen (see figure 2) went 
missing after last being seen at a holiday party. 
There were many speculations and dead ends to 
her whereabouts or ideas of where she may have 
ended up that night. However, through the 
advancement of trace evidence the FBI was able to 
make a connection with the man, Caleb Hughes 
(see figure 3), Melissa’s mother thought may have 
had apart of in her disappearance. “Rabbit hairs 
found in Hughes car matched Melissa’s rabbit-fur 
jacket and there were many blue fibers that 
matched her sweater and some red fibers 
consistent with her skirt.” (Charley Project, 2004). 
Tiny fibers go along way in connection to crime 
scene investigation, allowing closure for families 
each day.

Figure 2 : Melissa Brenan (Charley Project, 
2004)

.

Discussion
Different types of fibers and the characteristics:
• Classifications of fibers (see figure 4) as animal (hair, fur, and 

silk), vegetable (cotton, linen), and mineral (glass, asbestos), and 
synthetic is fairly easy through microscopic examination. 
(Williams, 1985)

Conclusions
In conclusion, there are many different trace evidence opportunities 
to collect during crime scene investigation. However, fibers can be 
found at almost any crime scene unlike footprints or fingerprints. 
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Figure 3 : Caleb Hughes, the man 
found responsible for the 
disappearance of Melissa 
(Jackman,2019)


